
NR. DATE TYPE INCIDENT FEEDBACK

1
09.08.19 

14h29
Children A Resident reports children selling water and cooldrinks in the street.

Security spoke to the girls and informed their mother of the 

situation and she came to fetch them.

2
09.08.19 

23h47
Vehicle accident

Security at the main gate reported that a woman drove into the boom 

box.

Footage of the incident was viewed. Resident was held 

responsible for damages.

3
12.08.19 

21h32
Delayed notification A Resident received a notification for a code that was used weeks ago. Estate office reported the issue to Entry Pro.

4
14.08.19 

17h39
Suspicious vehicle

Resident reported a suspicious vehicle that was about to leave the 

Estate. The vehicle was seen at a Residents home that was abroad. 

Response investigated and found that it was the residents 

daughter looking after the house while the owner was 

abroad.

5
23.08.19 

18h19
Contractors

While doing building inspection security noticed a contractor working 

after hours. 

Security informed the resident and asked the contractor to 

pack up.

6
25.08.19 

18h16
Suspicious vehicle Resident reports a suspicious vehicle driving past his house.

Security investigated and found that they where visitors for 

a Resident who lives in the estate.

NR. DATE TYPE COMPLAINT FEEDBACK

1
01.08.19 

12h25
Barking dogs A Resident reports barking dogs in his street. Response found no dogs barking in the street.

2
01.08.19 

18h40
Naughty children

A Resident reported children knocking on her door and running away 

when she opens.
The security didn't find any children in that area.

3
06.08.19 

17h20
Unhappy Resident

A Resident entered the estate and informed the security that she is very 

unhappy about waiting so long in the que. (She was 5th in the que)

Security asked the Resident to kindly lodge a complaint at 

the Estate Office.
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4
06.08.19 

19h17
Barking dogs A Resident reports barking dogs in their street.

Security found the dogs barking at the Residents house. The 

security contacted the owner but unfortunately nobody 

answered their phones.

5
06.08.19 

23h21
Noise complaint A Resident reported loud music coming from a nearby street.

Security found a party in the street and the controller 

phoned the owner to inform him of the situation. He 

apologized and lowered the volume.  

6
12.08.19 

16h34
Dogs barking A Resident reported barking dogs.

Security found the dogs barking at the Residents house. The 

security contacted the owner but unfortunately nobody 

answered their phones.

7
16.08.19 

23h11
Dirt bike A Resident reported that somebody is driving a dirt bike in their street.

Security investigated and found a visitor driving the bike and 

gave him a warning.

8
22.08.19 

18h10
Delayed notification

A Resident reported that he received a notification on his phone but he 

didn't generate a code.

The code was used by another person who accidently  

punched in the wrong code at the gate.

9
22.08.19 

18h20
Unexpected visitor

A Resident reported that a gentleman arrived at his house to pick up 

something but no voice clearance was done and he received no 

notification on his phone.

The delivery company had a number of addresses he had to 

visit. He only gave one address up at the gate. The estate 

office handled the situation. 

10
22.08.19 

21h19
Barking dogs A Resident reported barking dogs.  

Security found the dogs barking at the Residents house. The 

security contacted the owner but unfortunately nobody 

answered their phones.

11
25.08.19 

00h08
Barking dogs A Resident reports dogs barking in the street.

Security found the dogs barking at the Residents house. The 

security contacted the owner.

12
27.08.19 

20h14
Power tools A Resident reported people using power tools down the road. The security spoke to the Resident and he apologized.

13
27.08.19 

22h20
Barking dogs A Resident reported dogs barking in the street.

Security found the dogs barking at the Residents house. The 

security contacted the owner but unfortunately nobody 

answered their phones.


